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COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 
DIVISION OF DOMESTIC RELATIONS 

HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO 
 

Early Neutral Evaluation Participation Survey for Parties 
 

To monitor and improve the quality of the ENE program, the Court would appreciate you taking a few minutes to complete this 
questionnaire regarding your experience.  All information will remain strictly confidential.   
 
ENE was requested by:      me      the other party  both of us  the Court 
My case is:   pre-decree  post-decree    
I am:    represented by an attorney  not represented by an attorney  
 

1. Did you understand the explanation of ENE that you were given? 
 Yes      Yes, somewhat      No      Not explained to me 

2. What were the results of your session? 
 Complete agreement      Agreement on some issues, but not all      No agreement 

3. Would you say that you had: 
 Enough time to speak      Not enough time to speak  

4. Did the Evaluators listen to you when you had your time to talk? 
 Yes      Yes, somewhat      No 

5. Did the Evaluators understand the details of your family situation? 
 Yes, very much      Yes, somewhat      No      Not sure 

6. Would you say that the Evaluators: 
 Were neutral or fair to both sides      Favored the other side      Favored me 

7. Were the recommendations of the Evaluators appropriate? 
 Yes, very      Yes, somewhat      No      Not sure 

8. Do you think it is good that the ENE team be made up of a woman and a man, or does the ENE team gender not matter?  
 Good thing      Doesn’t matter 

9. Did you have any concerns about the Evaluators? If yes, please indicate the nature of your concern: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Did you better understand the other party, or the other party’s attorney, as a result of the session? 
 Yes, a lot      Yes, somewhat      No      Not sure 

11. How did you feel about the session? 
 Very satisfied      Somewhat satisfied      Not satisfied      Not sure 

12. How much time did you spend preparing the Parenting Brief? __________________________________________________ 

13. Could the Court have handled your case better during the ENE process? If yes, please give suggestions for improvement: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional comments:______________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


